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ABSTRACT

A d e s c r i p t i o n Is given on the radioactive beai facility proposed
as one of the research arenas In Japanese Hadron Project. The
facility consists of a 1 GeV proton llnac. an isotope separator on-
line (ISOL) and a series of heavy-ion (HI) linacs. Various exotic
nuclei produced by 1 GeV proton beai tainly via spallatlon processes
of a thick target, are lass-separated by the ISOL with a high • a s s -
resolving power and are Injected into the HI linac with the energy of
1 keV/u. The acceleration is iade in three stages using different
types of linacs, I.e., spl i t-coaxlal RFU, Interdlgl tal-H. and Alvarez,
the laxlaui energy In each stage being 0.17, 1.4 and 6.5 KeV/u,
respectively.

A few exanples of scientific Interests realized In this facility
will be briefly discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Japanese Hadron Project (JHP) alis to Investigate aany

unexplored facets of latter by utilizing various kinds of unstable

particle beats such as lesons, auons, neutrons, neutrinos, and short-

lived nuclei . The JUP is based on a ledlui-energy and high-

intensity accelerator coiplex as shown in Fig. 1, consisting of a

1 GeV proton linac and a coipressor/ttretcher ring. The experimental
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facilities realized In the JIIP are called "ARENAS" after the Roian

aaphltheaters, which »ean here playgrounds of scientists for

fundamental research. The radioactive beaa facility of present

Interest is called "exotic nuclei arena", in which the accelerated

radioactive nuclear beat Is available for A < 120 with the energy of

0-6.5 KeV/u. This facility Is to provide us new leans to Investigate

•any unknown features of nuclear physics such as llslt of nuclear

stability, search for superheavy eleaents. lsospin dependent

interactions, new lodes of collective excitations and reactions

Induced by exotic nuclei. The laboratory aeasureaents on reaction

rates with unstable nuclei as well as properties of heavy neutron-rich

nuclei are of great astrophyslcal interest. The Injection of well-

controlled high-purity radioactlvl tes into aaterllals also becomes

possible, providing important aeans for research in the other fields

of science such as life science, radlochealstry and solid state

physics.

II. SOKE CONSIDERATIONS IN THE FACILITY DESIGN

The exotic nuclei arena Is coaposed of a 1 CeV proton llnac, an

isotope separator on-line (ISOL) and a heavy-ion (MI) llnac as shown

In Fig. 2. Since the outline of the facility has already been

described elswhere , I shall here discuss only a few Important

considerations «ade In the design of the facility.

1. Isotope Separator On-Llne

The detailed optical design of the ISOL is under way by H.

Wollnlk et al. with eaphasls on the following points: (1) high •ass-

resolving power with nearly 100% transmission and (II) easiness for

radiation shield and reiote control. The high aass-resolvlng power is

needed to discriminate Isobars, which Is extreaely Important for

quantitative aeasureaents on rare events like reaction rates of
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astrophyslcal Importance. We all to have H/flM»2xlB . «e are now

planning to aake a prototype of the proposed ISQL by the cyclotron In

INS. It consists of two 45° bending lagnets. while the JHP I SOL is

coiposed of four 45° dlpoles. The optical property of the prototype

ISOL Is demonstrated In Fig. 3.
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2. Choice of the Heavly-Ion Accelerator

The use of 1 GeV protons it tht primary beta has an advantage

that we are able to use a very thick target In order to gain large

yield for a wide range of nuclldes In the N'Z plane. The secondary

beaa Intensity of 10 aps Is needed for most nuclear physics

experlaents to be carried out In a reasonable period of tiae. More

Intensity Is necessary for soae experiments such as those of

astrophyslcal Interest. If we use a production target of 1 aol/ci
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thickness and assume that 10% of the produced yield can be

accelerated. then we obtain the 10 aps secondary beaa for nuclldes

produced with 3 Ub. Such nuclldes corrspond to those several nucleons

away froa the stability line In the region of 30£A<.68.

The above fact Indicates that even If a thick production target

can be used, the beat loss In various processes like lonlzatlon and

acceleration should be kept the alnliui to reach the reasonable

secondary beai Intensity. This Is also Important froi the viewpoint

of radiation safety.

In this respect, the choice of an adequate type of accelerators

Is closely connected to the lonlzatlon efficiency of exotic atous

produced In a thick target. Although the tandei Van de Graaff is an

efficient accelerator In low energy region up to several HeV/u. It

requires the production of negative ions, which Is hardly realized by

the I SOL Ion source except for halogens. Similarly, the cyclotron

generally needs lultlply-charged Ions, those production efficiency Is

extreiely siall in the ISOL Based on the above considerations, the

HI llnac is considered the lost appropriate, though rather power-

consuming, for acceleration of unstable nuclei.

The proposed HI llnacs are composed of three different types,

split-coaxial RFU. Interdigltal-H and Alvarez suited for acceleration

of low-, ledlui- and high-velocity Ions. When the ISOL is used as an

injector to the llnac. the injection energy becomes condlserably

sialler than In the case of noraal Ion sources for stable eleients. A

split-coaxial RFQ llnac developed by Aral et al. has recently aade

It possible to use the 1 keV/u injection energy. Kore details of the
3 5)proposed llnacs have been described In refs. '



III. PHYSICS INTERESTS

The exotic nuclei arena Is expected to open unexplored region of

nuclear physics, astrophysics and other related fields of science.

Sone exaaples. are listed below.

(A) Nuclear Reactions Induced by Unstable Nuclei

Couloab excitation of unstable nuclei

near- and sub-barrier fusion by neutron-rich nuclei

effective nucleus-nucleus Interactions

ln-beai I'-ray spectroscopy

new lodes of nuclear excitations

(B) Properties of Nuclei far froi Stabl11ity

llilt of nuclear stability

•ass foraula. exotic decays, lsospln-

dependent Interactions, collective effect

new regions of shell closure and deforaatlon.

effective Interactions

neutron-rich nuclei and r-process

search for superheavy eleaents

neutron clouds and nei slant resonances

(C) Nuclear Astrophysics

reaction rates by unstable nuclei

primordial heavy-eleaent synthesis,

hot CNO cycle, rp-processes, etc.

properties of neutron rich nuclei

r-procen, tuparnova cora.

neutron itar. etc.

(D) Application to Other Fields of Science

laplantatlon of well-controlled hlgh-purlty

radioactivities Into aaterlals

life science, solid-state physics,

surface physics, radlocheilstry, etc.

A few reaarks will be given belov on soae subjects.



Nuclear Astrophysics

One of the activations In proposing to build the radioactive

nuclear bea« facilities like those at Louvaln-la-Neuves, JHP, TRIUMF

and CERN Is based on the fact that the nuclear burning Involving

unstable nuclei are considered important for heavy-eleient

nucleosynthesis, occurring not only In hot stars but also possibly In

the early universe. The hypothesis of Inhoaogenlous big-bang Is

related to the presence of aoae aetalllc eleaents observed In Pop. II

stars, which aay be tested by lore careful astrophyslcal observations

as well as by laboratory aeasureaents on nuclear reaction rates «]th

soie short-lived nuclei. Ona of the puzzles still existing for

eleaent synthesis in stars Is to find the source of Intense neutrons

required for the well known r-process. Measuring soae key stellar

reaction rates In hot stars. In which unstable nuclei are often

Involved, as well as properties of neutron-rich nuclei Is Important

for completing the required networks for eleaent sysnthesls as well as

for providing hints to solve the puzzle.

Sub-barrier fusion

Thl» li one of th« lost Interesting subjects, in ay opinion, to

be well studied by neutron-rich nuclear beaa. It Is well known that

experiaental fusion cross sections In HI reactions near and below the

Couloab barrier are systematically enhanced over the staple one-

dlaenslonal barrier-penetration calculation. It has been pointed out

that one of the reasons for the observed enhanceaent aay be the neck

formation between the two colliding nuclei which lowers the fusion

barrier as shown In Fig. 4. Stelson has shown a systematical strong

correlation between the experiaental enhanceaent and the existence of

weakly bound neutrons In projectile and/or target nuclei. This

suggests that the neutron flow occurring froa one nucleus to the other

at 1 to 2 fa larger than the aean barrier distance enhances

considerably the neck fonatlon.



Whether ureakly bound neutrons »ork as glue for fusion can Ideally

be investigated by neutron-rich unstable beai. This will not only

provide Important information on the dynailcs of fusion but also

possibly give new leans for the formation of very heavy eleients like

super-heavies for which the sub-barrier fusion Is the lost suitable.

Fig. 4

Illustration of the possible

decrease of fusion barrrier

when the two nuclei approach

each other. o-o

Search for superheavv eleients (SHE)

The fact that the neutron-rich unstable nuclear beat becoies

available Is Important not only for the study of reaction lechanlsi as

discussed above but also for the synthesis of lore neutron-rich

nuclei. A capability of neutron-rich bea» In the production of heavy

neutron-rich nuclldes has been discussed in refs. 2.3). The neutron-

rich beai lay also becoie a powerful tool to study unknown nuclldes

near and In the SHE region. The following advantages and

disadvantages are expected for the search for SHE.
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merits

(I) abllty to reach the Island of stability In fusion reactions as

shown In Pig. 5,

(II) Increase of T /I", due to the decrease of neutron binding

energies.

(III) expected lowering of fusion barrier due to the relative decrease

of the Couloab barrier.

(lv) possible enhancement of sub-barrier fusion a» discussed above.

demerits

(I) weak bea» Intensity,
(II) increase of 0-value for the compound-nucleus fonatlon due to

Instability of projectiles.

The demerit ( n ) lakes It Impossible or difficult to apply the so-
called cold fusion type reactions for the synthesis of SHE. In such
cases, the (HI. coin) type reaction lay be promising as pointed out
already3'.

compound nuelij «e fsr
by stmb!* nuclaar baami

Fig. 5

A SHE region which

can be studed by

neutron-rich unstable

beaas with reasonable

beam intensities.
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IV. REMARKS

The project defining study for the JI1P has been approved this

year. The various RID works are also in progress; for ex.mple, model

studes of the 1 • GeV proton llnac, low-velocity HI llnac (SCRFQ),

design of ISOL and its Ion sources. We are also planning to lake the

first stage of the E-arena by the existing cyclotoron in INS: It is

conposed of a half size of the planned ISOL and parts of the proposed

HI llnacs (SCRFQ+IH) to realize acceleration of unstable nuclei up to
Q

several hundred keV/u. The beat intensity more than 10 aps will

become available for nucleus In the vicinity of the stability line.

This project is considered to be a pioneer station of the exotic

nuclei arena In the JHP.
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